
Notes of Meeting of Local Reps to discuss proposed consultation by NHS Lothian 
with local communities over plans for AAH site 

Held at 10 Wyvern Park  
7.30 pm Tuesday 7th February 2017 

 
Present:  Daniel Johnson (DJ), MSP 
                Marion Williams (MW), Cockburn Association 
                Roger Kellett (RK), Grange Association (GA) 
                Jo Doake (JDo), Grange Association (GA) 
                John Duncan (JDu), Grange Association 
                Peter Pitkin (PP), Grange Association 
                Dorothy Ryle (DRy), Grange Association and Marchmont and Sciennes CC (MSCC) 
                Douglas Rogers (DRo), Marchmont & Sciennes CC   
               Tony Harris (TH) Grange Prestonfield CC (GPCC) 
                Sue Tritton (ST) Grange Prestonfield CC and Grange Association (GA) 
                Robin Morris (RM) Merchiston CC (MerCC) 
                Helen Zealley (HZ), Merchiston CC 
                Richard Doake (RD)  
Apologies: Jo Scott (JS) Southside Association (SA) 
                  Goff Cantley (GC) Morningside CC (MorCC) 
 
Introduction: RK welcomed everyone and explained why the GA had decided to take the lead in 
arranging meetings of community reps to discuss the future of the Astley Ainslie site. The site lies 
within the Grange Conservation Area and, more importantly, within the boundaries of the 
Marchmont and Sciennes CC, which is therefore a formal consultee when a planning application is 
submitted. However, because of a resignation from the MSCC, the GA felt that it was important to 
gather people together as soon as possible. 
 
Appointment of Chair, Vice Chair and minute taker: RK had previously consulted Daniel 
Johnson who had agreed to act as Chair; this was agreed by everyone present. DJ indicated that this 
was an extremely important issue in his constituency and he would make every effort to attend 
meetings. However, it was felt useful to have a Vice Chair and RK was proposed and accepted. ST 
agreed to take minutes. 
 
Progress to date: ST described the meetings that had been held since 2012 between NHS Lothian 
and reps from the local CCs. These meetings had initially focused on the developments at the Royal 
Edinburgh Hospital but the future of the AAH site had become more important recently. It is 
expected that the AAH site will be vacated by 2019 when all facilities (including the Smart Centre) 
will be transferred to the REH site. At the last meeting between NHS Lothian and CC reps (31st 
October 2016) the NHS had indicated that informal consultation with the community about possible 
development on the site could start in Spring 2017 with a view to a sale in 2019. An informal 
meeting had been held on 28th November to start planning possible actions. ST agreed to circulate 
notes of both these meetings which would give further details. Articles about the AAH site had 
appeared in the recent GA newsletter and are also available in the GA website.  
ST had recently contacted Andrew Milne (NHS Lothian) who had replied saying that the NHS is still 
waiting to hear from the Scottish Futures Trust (who will market the site) and will contact us when 
they have any more information. The first consultation will be to consult on a “masterplan” for the 
site. DJ stressed that our first objective is to influence the “masterplan” and it is also important to 
understand the status this masterplan will have when detailed planning applications are submitted.  



 
Nature of the AAH site: 
a&b) Grange Conservation Area Character Appraisal (CACA) & CEC Planning Brief (2002):    
RK reported that any development must respect the Grange CACA and that the 2002 Brief for the 
site is still considered valid by CEC. Recent requests to update the Brief (by John Graham when 
Chair of the GA and Goff Cantley of MorCC) had been rejected by CEC who insisted that the 2002 
Brief does not need to be changed. The Brief indicates that the site should be primarily residential; 
housing (both large detached properties and affordable housing) with compatible uses (possibly to 
include nursing homes, primary care, leisure facilities etc.); the layout and design of the development 
and visual harmony were important considerations. Business and commercial uses could only be on a 
small scale; development should be high quality, careful design, heights similar to the Grange (2 
floors plus attic), view from Blackford Hill respected.  The Brief is a thorough document but some 
matters have changed since 2002 – when there was the possibility of a new school on the site. There 
is a paragraph on transport issues, such as access for buses.  
c) Listed buildings: TH had provided a brief description of the listed buildings. Noted that many 
were “C” listed - MW commented that a developer can still apply to demolish listed buildings. Also, 
that, although these are interesting buildings it is their context within the landscaping of the site 
which is more important. HZ had asked for the pavilions to be listed but this was not supported by 
Historic Scotland.  
Canaan Park and the boundary wall are also “buildings” to be maintained. 
d) Trees: PP commented that trees define the character of the site.  There are a few places which 
seem to have “designed” planting. The whole site (except for the spruce plantation next to the 
railway) is covered by a TPO. There are over 400 trees on the site – about half the trees in the 
Grange – including 54 different species. It was noted that the spruce plantation provides roost for 
about 200 jackdaws and contains well marked paths, like a woodland path. This is important for 
biodiversity – not mentioned in the 2002 Brief which predates the CEC biodiversity plan. MW 
suggested getting a CEC “tree officer” involved; JDo suggested Tom Breheny should be asked to do 
a biodiversity plan. 
e) Record of site in 2017: JDo said we need a record of the site before development starts – all 
agreed this should be done. Possibility of making a photographic record sometime soon.  
 
Ideas for Inclusion in the Development: Various suggestions made – including: 
a) Housing density: Need to specify nature of houses, density layout etc. 
b) To include mix of commercial, hotel, leisure facilities, primary care 
c) Sustainability: solar panels, communal heating etc. should be mandatory for all buildings. 
d) Open Space: 10% (more?) should be public access – who will maintain this? Possibility of a 
Community buyout (Act June 2016)?  
 
Rights of Way and access: JDo reported that E-W (Canaan Lane to Headway) and N-S 
(Whitehouse Loan to boilerhouse) were now in the National Catalogue and the NHS had accepted 
these. These are protected for pedestrian and cycles only.   
 
Roads and Access: Routes through the site are key for the masterplan – should there be through 
routes for vehicles? Should buses be allowed into the site? Noted that Canaan Lane and South 
Oswald Road have limited road and pavement space for access to the site. 
 
 
 
 
 



Community Engagement: There was considerable discussion about how this should be organised – 
do we do it “on our own” or in conjunction with the NHS? (DJ to ask about the Business Case for 
Phase 2 of the REH development; ST to contact Andrew Milne again in about 10 days). Agreed that 
there must be as wide engagement as possible – but there might be problems in producing an agreed 
“short list” of developments which might be acceptable to the community.  
a) Grange Association AGM – 1st March: A Discussion on the “Future of the AAH Site” had been 
advertised for this meeting. It might be worth seeing what comes out of this meeting before deciding 
on the format of future meetings. 
b) Community meetings: These should be opportunities to engage with the NHS and the Planning 
Department. DJ said his wife is a planning lawyer and might be able to help. We need to know what 
expertise is available in the community. There should be a meeting in the area “west” of the site 
(Morningside area?) sometime soon.  
c) Full Charrette process:  DRo drew attention to the IAP2 core values of Community Engagement 
and felt that it was important that these principles are followed. He then briefly described the process 
of a charrette. To work properly this could take about a week and needed skilled people – workshops 
followed by detailed proposals. Can we persuade the NHS to be involved – the cost could be about 
£30k (a tiny fraction of the costs of the masterplan)? There are grants available to help community 
involvement in Planning matters (contact Nancy Jamieson). DJ offered to write to NHS Lothian (on 
headed Scottish Parliament notepaper) to ascertain their views.  
 
AOB: 
Status of this group: Need to draw up a memo, what are we aiming to do, where do we come from. 
The group needs an identity. 
History of the site: Need an “official history” for archiving (there is considerable material available 
– need to be identified etc.) 
Engagement: A list of “contacts” to whom information – e.g. about meetings – can be supplied so 
that it can be passed on. Everyone to think of such contacts. 
Facebook: MW has the AAH site on Facebook – so far 3000hits – a treasure trove of history, 
connection with the site etc.  
General Publicity: It might be useful to have a “general flier” for advertising the issue (for 
distribution at community events like “Spring Fling” – DJ offered to produce this.  
 
Date of next meeting: Tuesday 7th March at 7.30pm – venue to be decided. 
  
 

 


